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P
eptide nanotubes,1–7 bioengineered
transmembrane proteins (TMPs),8

and peptide-based ion channels9,10

are currently among the most investigated

bioactive compounds. Their numerous po-

tential applications include the rational de-

velopment of antiviral11 and antibacterial12

therapeutics, liposome-mediated drug de-

livery,13 and the design of novel biosen-

sors.14 In general, peptide nanotubes are

composed of amino acids or amino acid de-

rivatives, and the individual nanotubes self-

assemble through hydrogen bonds or other

noncovalent interactions (Figure 1). First

representatives were built from cyclo-

peptides, which formed ordered nanostruc-

tures both in rod-shaped crystals obtained

from aqueous media4 and in lipid bilayers.3

Although for the two environments the ap-

plied amino acid sequences in the cyclo-

peptides were totally different, the ob-

served molecular framework was the same

for both tubes. Theoretically, such a rigid tu-

bular framework could be derived from the

extended �-sheet, by forming a covalent

bond between the N- and C-terminals of the

peptide strands (Figure 1A). Alternatively,

tubular structures could be derived from

the same �-sheet by interconnecting the

first and the last peptide strands through

H-bonds. The obtained structures are

closely related to a set of natural self-

assembled macromolecues, the �-barrel

proteins,15,16 one major class of TMPs that

carry out diverse functions in diverse organ-

isms but are nevertheless unified by the

common structural features of the molecu-

lar framework.17 In general, they consist of

8 –22 neighboring antiparallel �-strands

that form a barrel structure. The fabrication

of similar structures composed of linear self-
assembling oligopeptides is highly desir-
able in bionanotechnology and in structural
biochemistry.18 The bottom-up design of
such systems could be substantially ad-
vanced by using natural structures as a
guide; however, characterizing atomic level
structures and energetic properties of
�-barrel frameworks is rather difficult using
experimental techniques.19 Additionally,
natural or �-peptides have limited bioavail-
ability owing to their low enzymatic resis-
tance, and thus other sets of compounds
should also be considered. As such,
enzyme-resistant, nontoxic �-peptides20

are ideal candidates for rational peptide-
based design21 (Figure 1B). Recently, on the
basis of detailed quantum chemical (QC)
structural analysis of �-amino acids22,23 and
�-peptides,24 we showed that �-peptides
spontaneously assemble into energetically
stable nanotubes,25 similarly as natural
�-barrels do. Self-assembling potential of
designed �-peptides was observed also
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ABSTRACT Self-assembling peptide-based nanotubes are among the most investigated bioactive compounds

as a result of their numerous potential applications as novel biomaterials. To support rational bottom-up design of

such artificial nanosystems, here we investigate structural and energetic properties of various sheet-derived

nanotubes. We carried out high level quantum chemical calculations on large models, composed of up to 32 amino

acids, and characterized structures from extended �-sheets to the molecular framework of �-barrel proteins.

Surprisingly, enzyme-resistant nonnatural �-peptides have an affinity to form nanotubes that is remarkably

higher than that of natural �-peptides. We analyzed the stability of both systems depending on (i) parallel or

antiparallel orientation, (ii) the number of peptide strands, and (iii) the formed hydrogen bond pattern.

Applicability is outlined by investigating guest molecules in the tubes. It is hoped that the structural and energetic

data presented here will be effectively used in the design of novel peptide nanosystems.

KEYWORDS: peptide · nanotube · self-assembly · �-barrel · �-sheet · ab
initio · DFT
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by electronic circular dichroism and transmission elec-

tron microscopy.26,27

In this study, we report structural and energetic

properties of three sets of model compounds, which

were investigated by applied QC methods. First,

theoretical calculations are validated on cyclo-

peptide nanotubes. Second, multistranded linear

�-peptide tubes are investigated from extended

�-sheets to fragments cut out from a �-barrel pro-

tein, OmpA.28,29 Third, energetic and structural prop-

erties of sheet-derived linear �-peptide tubes are de-

scribed and compared to those of �-peptide

nanotubes. Results show that linear �-peptides have

an affinity to form sheet-derived nanotubes that is

much higher than that of linear �-peptides. The in-

tensive computational development of recent years

made quantum mechanics and combined quantum

mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods

suitable to describe accurately structural and ener-

getic properties of amino acids,23,30,31 oligopeptide

systems,32–34 and oligo- and polypeptide

nanosystems.36–40

Figure 1. Schematic overview from monomers to investigated models of �- (a) and �-peptides (b). Common torsional angles of �-
and �-amino acids (top), parallel and antiparallel arrangement of extended peptide strands (middle), and tubes composed of lin-
ear peptides (bottom), which can be formed by rolling up an extended sheet. In the present study, the systematically investigated
molecular frameworks are composed of achiral amino acids, i.e., R � R= � H. (a) For �-peptides the orientation of side chains is al-
ternating in one peptide strand. Parallel and antiparallel cyclo-peptide nanotubes can be derived from extended �-sheets (middle
left). Tubes composed of linear peptides, which can be formed by rolling up an extended �-sheet (bottom): an untwisted tube
with an i ¡ (i) H-bond zipper, a twisted tube with a shifted i ¡ (i � 2) zipper, and a fragment of a �-barrel protein with multiple
shifted zippers. (b) For �-peptides the orientation of side chains is uniform in one peptide strand. Note that the extended sheets
of �-peptides are not minimum energy structures.25 Parallel tubes of �-peptide structures (bottom): twisted tubes interconnected
by shifted i ¡ (i � 2), i ¡ (i � 3), and i ¡ (i � 4) zippers, respectively. For details on nomenclature, see Applied Nomenclature in
Methods.
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Figure 2. Selected structures of investigated �- and �-peptide models. (a�f) Antiparallel sheet-derived structures composed
of 6 and 8 �-peptide strands, ap-[HCO-(�-Gly)4-NH2]6/8. Neighboring peptide strands have the same color, and hydrogen
bonds are labelled by dashed yellow lines. (a) The 6-stranded extended antiparallel �-peptide sheet, ap-�E6. (b) The
6-stranded untwisted tube. (c) The 6-stranded tube with an i ¡ (i � 2) zipper (i.e., between the red and the green strands).
(d) The 8-stranded untwisted tube. (e) The 8-stranded OmpA fragment having multiple i ¡ (i � 2) zippers, except between
the first (bright blue) and last (red) strands, which are connected by an i � 4 zipper. (f) The second OmpA fragment, ap-�Trnd

8 .
This structure is elliptic, rather than a circular tube. (g�j) Parallel structures composed of 2�5 �-peptide strands, [CH3CO-(�-
Ala)4-NHCH3]l (2 < l < 5). Each tube has a shifted i � 2 H-bond zipper, except as noted otherwise. (g) The 2-stranded tube.
(h) The 3-stranded tube. (i) The 4-stranded tube. (j) The 5-stranded parallel �-peptide tube, p-�Ti�4

5 , with an i � 4 zipper op-
erative between the first (yellow) and the last (red) strands. For nomenclature, see Methods.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A Case Study: Cyclo-peptide Nanotubes. First designed

cyclo-peptide nanotubes were composed of consecu-

tive L- and D-amino acids such a way that all side chains

were oriented toward the exterior matrix.3,4 The indi-

vidual cyclo-peptides or “rings” were interconnected

through hydrogen bonds and according to experimen-

tal data the rings possessed antiparallel orientation.

To validate applied QC methods to experimental

data, we built up two sets of models from 1 to 4 cyclo-

octapeptide rings, composed of achiral glycines (cy-

clo(G)8) and chiral L- and D-alanines (cyclo(Aa)4), respec-

tively (Figure S1 and Table S1in Supporting

Information). Energy profiles show that the self-
assembly of the individual cyclo-peptides is favored by
some 30 kcal · mol�1 for every newly added ring, for
which the stabilization energy is roughly constant for
both achiral and chiral model sets. Note that for the an-
tiparallel structures an additional �5 kcal · mol�1 stabi-
lization energy is present with respect to the parallel
rings. The observed average O · · · N distance in the hy-
drogen bonds of antiparallel structures (Table S1) is in
full agreement with average values obtained experi-
mentally by using FT-IR spectroscopic analysis (2.85 Å).4

The preference of antiparallel structures observed for
both model sets is also in consistence with previous ex-
perimental investigations.3,4 The results suggest that
the driving force of the self-assembly is the large en-
ergy gain due to the formation of hydrogen bonds be-
tween the rings. It is proposed that the observed struc-
tures are formed as a result of the stability of the
molecular framework; however, to initiate this self-
assembly the various other parameters, e.g. pH,4 side
chains, exterior matrix,3 etc., should be carefully ad-
justed to each other. The good correlation between ex-
perimental and theoretical data proposes that struc-
tural and energetic investigation of systems composed
of 30� amino acids can be effectively performed by QC

TABLE 1. Selected Structural and Energetic Parameters of
Investigated �-Peptide Systems, [HCO-(Gly)4-NH2]l (4 < l
< 8), Obtained at the B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p)//RHF/3-21G
Level of Theory; for Nomenclature, See Methods

structure strand � res � unita Db H-bc dO · · · H
d �Ee

ap-�E4 4 � 4 � 16 15 1.90 0.0
p-�E4 15 1.95 8.0
ap-�T4 �5.9 20 2.16 9.8
p-�T4 �5.9 16 (20)f 2.22 25.2
p-�E5 5 � 4 � 20 20 1.91 0.0
p-�T5 �7.0 21 (25) 2.08 13.9
ap-�E6 6 � 4 � 24 25 1.89 0.0
p-�E6 25 1.96 14.5
ap-�T6 �8.6 30 1.99 �6.4
p-�T6 �8.8 28 (30) 2.04 16.0
ap-�Ti�2

6 �9.2 28 1.96 2.9
p-�E7 7 � 4 � 28 30 1.89 0.0
p-�T7 �10.6 32 (35) 1.97 7.4
ap-�E8 8 � 4 � 32 35 1.89 0.0
p-�E8 35 1.88 7.8
ap-�T8 �11.9 40 1.96 �15.5
p-�T8 �11.9 40 1.97 11.8
ap-�Trnd

8 18.8�14.2g 30h 1.90 23.0
ap-�Tsyst

8 �15.5 30 1.90 25.6

aStrands � residues � units. bAverage interior diameter in angstroms. cNumber
of hydrogen bonds. dDistance between O and H atoms in hydrogen bonds in
angstroms. eEnergies are in kcal · mol�1 and are relative to the energy of the corre-
sponding antiparallel extended sheet structure. fFor those structures where fewer
hydrogen bonds are formed than the expected maximum, the maximum number is
displayed in parenthesis. gSince ap-�Trnd

8 is an elliptic tube, the highest and the low-
est diameter is given. hAs a result of amino protecting groups (-NH2) at the
C-terminal, three additional cis hydrogen bonds appear, which are not included.

Figure 3. Relative energies (B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p)) of the most stable
linear �- and �-peptide tubes as a function of the number of peptide
strands. For each tube the energies are relative to the corresponding
extended sheets (Tables 1 and 2). Tor �-peptide tubes, the antiparal-
lel orientation and the i ¡i zippers are preferred, whereas for
�-peptide tubes, the parallel orientation and the i ¡ (i � 2) zippers
are preferred. For nomenclature see Methods.

TABLE 2. Selected Structural and Energetic Parameters of
the Investigated �-Peptide Systems, [CH3CO-(�-Ala)4-
NHCH3]l (2 < l < 5), Obtained at the B3LYP/6-
311��G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) Level of Theory; for
Nomenclature, See Methods

model unitsa Db H-bc dO. . .H
d �Ee

p-�E2f 2 � 4 � 8 5 2.10 0.0
p-�Ti�2

2 �4.5 8 2.02 �16.3
p-�E3 3 � 4 � 12 10 2.00 0.0
p-�Ti�2

3 �6.0 13 1.95 �32.2
ap-�Ti�2

3 �5.6 13 2.03 �22.2
p-�E4 4 � 4 � 16 15 1.94 0.0
p-�Ti�2

4 �6.9 18 1.93 �46.1
ap-�Ti�1

4 �6.7 19 2.01 �31.9
p-�E5 5 � 4 � 20 20 1.98 0.0
p-�Ti�2

5 �8.8 23 1.93 �54.7
p-�Ti�3

5 �9.0 22 1.95 �45.1
p-�Ti�4

5 �10.3 21 1.97 �31.3

aStrands � residues � units. bAverage interior diameter in angstroms. cNumber
of hydrogen bonds. dDistance between O and H atoms in hydrogen bonds. Values
are in angstroms. eEnergies are in kcal · mol�1 and are relative to the energy of the
corresponding antiparallel extended sheet structure. fIn the case of �-peptides the
extended E structures were optimized with constraints that fix the model to be pla-
nar. Parameters of the 2- to 4-stranded parallel �-peptide systems were taken
from ref 25.
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calculations. For further details see Methods and Sup-
porting Information.

Linear �-Peptide Tubes. Supposing an ideal case, nano-
tubes composed of linear �-peptides could be formed
by simply rolling up a layer of �-sheet and by connect-
ing the last and the first peptide strands through hydro-
gen bonds (Figure 1A). In this way one may obtain an
untwisted tube with an “H-bond zipper” where the ith
H-(N) forms a H-bond with the ith OA(C), the (i � 1)th
H-(N) with the (i � 1)th OA(C), etc. This H-bond pattern,
however, could be shifted. For instance, the ith H-(N)
can form a hydrogen bond with the (i � 2)th OA(C),
etc., called an i ¡ (i � 2) zipper, which results in a
twisted tube. Note that in the latter case only two pep-
tide strands in the tubular structure are interconnected
by an i ¡ (i � 2) zipper, while the rest of the H-bonds
form an i ¡ (i) H-bond pattern. Further on, when apply-
ing multiple shifted zippers, the framework of �-barrel
proteins is retained. Accordingly, extended �-sheet and
tubular �-peptide models composed of 3– 8 strands
were built up and submitted to QC calculations (Figure
2). Note that, because of the alternating orientations of
amide bonds, a fully antiparallel tube cannot be formed
from an odd number of �-peptide strands.

In the case of the untwisted tubular assemblies
with an i ¡ (i) zipper, it is found that the 3-stranded
tubes cannot be formed and even 4- and 5-stranded
tubes are energetically less stable than the reference
�-sheets (Table 1 and Figure 3). As the number of pep-
tide strands increases to 6, an additional stabilization
occurs and the tubular structure becomes slightly more
stable than the extended reference structure. For the
8-stranded systems the antiparallel nanotube is the
most stable structure investigated. The observed rela-
tive energy distribution is in line with the H-bond pa-
rameters that are unfavorable for the 4-stranded tubes
but systematically improve as the number of strands in-
creases (Table 1 and Table S2). For parallel structures,
fewer H-bonds are found than the expected maximum
even for sterically less crowded larger models such as
the 7-stranded tube.

To compare energetic and structural parameters of

the untwisted tubes to those with shifted i ¡ (i � 2)

or multiple H-bond zippers, an antiparallel 6-stranded

�-peptide tube with a single i ¡ (i � 2) type shift, ap-

�Ti�2
6 , (Figure 2C) and two fragments cut out from

�-barrel protein OmpA,28,29 ap-�Tsyst
8 (Figure 2E) and

ap-�Trnd
8 (Figure 2F), were investigated. The 6-stranded

tube, containing 28 H-bonds, is �9.3 kcal · mol�1 less

stable compared to the untwisted tube, with 30

H-bonds (Table 1). This promotes a �4.6 kcal · mol�1

stabilization energy difference per hydrogen bond. In

the case of the 8-stranded models, the stabilization en-

ergy difference between the most stable untwisted

tube, ap-�T8, and the two OmpA fragments is again

proportional to the number of H-bonds present in the

structures: a �4 kcal · mol�1 energy loss per H-bond

can be observed (Table 1). Considering the effect of

shifted H-bond zippers on the interior diameter (D), a

single i ¡ (i � 2) shifted zipper in ap-�Ti�2
6 results an

approximate 0.6 Å increase in D (Table 1), whereas the

multiple zippers of ap-�Tsyst
8 and the elliptic ap-�Trnd

8

could increase the diameter by 3.5 and �4.5Å,

respectively.

In each case we found that parallel models were

energetically less favorable compared to their anti-

parallel representatives, which is in agreement with

previous results on sheet structures.33 Additionally,

parallel tubes composed of 4 –7 strands form fewer

H-bonds than the expected maximum, and even the

large 8-stranded parallel tube is less stable than the

reference �-sheets (Table 1). The preference of the

antiparallel orientation is in agreement with the ex-

perimental results for �-barrels.17,41 Surprisingly, in

every case investigated, the corresponding un-

twisted tube is an energetically more preferred

framework compared to the twisted tubes with

shifted H-bond zipper(s). Thus, it is proposed that

the main reason for the preference of multiple

shifted zippers in �-barrel proteins is not the high

stability of the formed backbone framework.

TABLE 3. Overview of Structural Properties of Linear �- and �-Peptide Tubesa

investigated property �-peptides �-peptides

smallest system capable of forming a nanotube 4-stranded, ap-�T4 2-stranded, p-�Ti�2
4

preferred orientation antiparallel parallel
orientation of side chains alternating uniform
smallest system capable of having guest

molecules or inner side chains
6-stranded 4-stranded

smallest nanotube, which is more stable than
extended sheet

6-stranded, ap-�T6, �E � �6.4 2-stranded, p-�Ti�2
4 , �E � �16.3

most stable system investigated ap-�T8, �E � �15.5 p-�Ti�2
5 , �E � �54.7

relative stability of the nanotubes correlates
with the number of H-bonds

yes no

average diameter of largest system investigated 15.5 Å (8-stranded with multiple zippers) 10.3 Å (5-stranded with a single i ¡ (i � 4) zipper)

aEnergies are in kcal · mol�1.
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Linear �-Peptide Tubes Compared to Linear �-Peptide Tubes.
Recently, we reported that extended parallel sheets of
�-peptides were not stable according to theoretical cal-
culations (Figure 1B).25 Instead, these assemblies spon-
taneously formed tubes that were more stable than the
sheet structures even for 2-stranded models. For
4-stranded tubes the stabilization energy became more
than 40 kcal · mol�1 (Table 2). For every model set (i.e.,
for models composed of the same number of peptide
strands) the most stable structures had an i ¡ (i � 2)
zipper (in ref 25 they were called an i � 3 type pattern
of H-bonds) (Figure 1B and Figure 2). Interestingly, as i
¡ (i), i ¡ (i � 1), and i ¡ (i � 2) zippers were applied,
the number of hydrogen bonds decreased; neverthe-
less, increasingly higher stabilization energies occurred
(Table 2 in ref 25). This phenomenon was partially ex-
plained by the improving hydrogen bond parameters.
Additionally, since the fully extended conformation, �,
�, � � 180°, of one �-Ala monomer was found as a tran-
sition state structure rather than a minimum,22 the rea-
sons for tube formation could also originate from favor-
able changes in the backbone geometry of the
monomeric units. Here, to compare the tubular molec-
ular frameworks of the �-peptide and �-peptide sys-
tems, we extended our previous calculations to the
5-stranded parallel and to some of the antiparallel
�-peptide tubes.

For the 5-stranded �-peptide systems, the stabiliza-
tion energy of the tube with i ¡ (i � 2) zipper relative
to the extended sheet is 54.7 kcal · mol�1 (Table 2 and
Table S3). When increasing the shift in the H-bond zip-
per to i � 3 and i � 4, the stabilization energy of the
tubes decrease. Accordingly, for the 2- to 5-stranded
parallel �-peptide systems the twisted tubes with i ¡

(i � 2) H-bond zippers are the most stable.
Considering the antiparallel �-peptide tubes, the

2-stranded system cannot be found as a minimum en-
ergy structure. For the 3- and 4-stranded tubes with i ¡

(i � 2) and i ¡ (i � 1) zippers, respectively, a similar
magnitude of stabilization can be observed as for paral-
lel assemblies; however, the additional stability is
smaller (Table 2 and Table S3). Accordingly, the antipar-
allel orientation is less favorable, which is also sup-
ported by the high deviation in the torsional angles.

When comparing the �- and �-peptide tubes (Table
3), it should be underlined that although pleated sheet
is a common structural element of natural �-peptides,
the similarly extended sheet-like structure of �-peptides
is not found to be a minimum.22,25,24 Thus, the affinity
for forming sheet-derived tubes is much larger for
�-peptides: the number required to form an energeti-
cally stable nanotube framework relative to the ex-
tended sheet structure is 6 for �-peptides (Table 1) but
only 2 for �-peptides (Table 2 and Figure 3). When con-
sidering stability of the most stable tubes, the
8-stranded �-peptide tube has 15.5 kcal · mol�1 stabili-
zation energy, whereas this value is 54.7 kcal · mol�1 for

a 5-stranded �-peptide tube (Figure 3)! Further on, in

the case of �-peptides the difference in relative stabil-

ity between various tubes is proportional to the num-

ber of hydrogen bonds, whereas for �-peptides the in-

creasingly twisted 3- and 4-stranded tubes show a

considerable energy gain despite the decreasing num-

ber of H-bonds (Table 2 in ref 25). This is a rather un-

common phenomenon, which is currently not well un-

derstood; however, it could partially be explained by

improved geometric and H-bond properties of the

more twisted tubes. Considering the interior diameter,

in the case of the 6-stranded antiparallel �-peptide

tube, increasing the shift in the H-bond zipper from i

to i � 2 enlarges D from �8.6 to �9.2 Å. In contrast, the

similarly large shift from i � 2 to i � 4 for the 5-stranded

�-peptide tubes enlarges D from �8.8 to �10.3 Å

(Table 2), which matches the value of the 7-stranded

untwisted �-peptide tubes. Putatively, in nanotubes

fewer �- than �-peptide strands would be required to

have a large enough interior diameter for various inner

side chains.

Applicability. To test the effect of different side chains

on the investigated tubular structures, selected sys-

tems with small chiral residues were submitted to QC

calculations for both �- and �-peptides. Because of

steric reasons, a 4-stranded tubular system, composed

of only natural �-L-amino acids, cannot be formed (data

not shown). Thus, we investigated a 4-stranded paral-

lel model composed of HCO-(L-Ala-D-Ala)2-NH2 pep-

tides, where all the side chains point toward the exte-

rior matrix (Figure S2). Results on this model, p-[HCO-(L-

Ala-D-Ala)2-NH2]4, show that 4-stranded systems are

sterically too tight for chiral �-peptides, since H-bonds

are observed to form only at the terminals of the pep-

tide strands. By increasing the number of strands to 6,

the tubular structure could keep the H-bonds even with

small inner side chains oriented toward each other (Fig-

ure S2). The positioning of the inner methyl side chains

proposes that, similarly to other natural and artificial as-

semblies,42 at a specific side chain composition, a simi-

lar system could be used to coordinate or encapsulate

selected molecules.

For �-peptide nanotubes, the 4-stranded models al-

ready have a large enough interior diameter to incorpo-

rate compounds of various size and nature. Accord-

ingly, water, acetonitrile, alkane chain, and potassium

ions were inserted into parallel and antiparallel

4-stranded tubes (Figure S3). The QC results indicate

that tubes both with polar and with apolar guest mol-

ecules inside are able to keep their initial fold. In con-

trast, many hydrogen bonds of the tube with the potas-

sium ions break up, which shows that assemblies

without interior polar side chains could not perform as

effective ion channels. However, the quantum chemi-

cally accurate energetic description of ionic interactions

in such large systems is beyond the scope of this study.
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Finally, some general structural properties of �- and
�-peptides should be considered: the orientation of
side chains alternates for �-peptides, which results in
one side chain pointing toward the exterior matrix
while the consecutive one pointing toward the interior
of the tube (Table 3). In contrast, the side chains of
�-peptide tubes are directed uniformly. Additionally, a
�-amino acid can be easily substituted on both �2- and
�3-carbon atoms, resulting in one side chain pointing
toward the inner axis and one toward the exterior ma-
trix.21 For �-peptide tubes, the antiparallel arrangement
is a more favorable backbone framework, whereas for
�-peptide tubes the parallel orientation is preferred.

It should be noted that, similarly as in the case of
�-peptides, the applied side chains and the solvent
have a great effect on the energetic preference of these
structures; nevertheless, investigation of such addi-
tional parameters is beyond the scope of this study.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, backbone frameworks of three differ-

ent types of peptide nanotubes were investigated. Their
structural and energetic parameters are described at
the quantum chemical level. According to QC calcula-
tions, during self-assembly of cyclo-peptide models a
significant stabilization energy occurs, which is ex-
plained by the formation of a preferred molecular
framework. The structural parameters obtained are in
agreement with the available experimental results.

Considering frameworks of linear peptide nano-

tubes, it is proposed that �-peptides have a moderate

affinity to form �-sheet-derived tubes. In contrast, for-

mation of �-peptide nanotubes is rather favorable rela-

tive to extended sheet structures. Nanotubes can

readily be formed even from two �-peptide strands,

and as the number of �-peptide strands increases to 5,

the relative stability of a �-peptide nanotube becomes

more than 50 kcal · mol�1 (Figure 3). In contrast to

�-peptide systems, the high stabilization energies ob-

served for �-peptide tubes do not correlate with the

number of hydrogen bonds. The outlined tendencies

are totally different from the ones observed for the

�-peptide nanostructures (Table 3). Considering the

uniform direction of side chains in these �-peptide

tubes as well as the versatile set of mono- and disubsti-

tuted amino acids available,21 it is expected that under

suitable conditions these supersecondary structures

have a great potential in both medicinal use and bioor-

ganic nanoengineering. However, to characterize such

peptide nanosystems in detail, further experimental

and theoretical studies, which involve models with

side chains and consider various solvents, are

needed. Nevertheless, it is hoped that the accurate

structural data presented on molecular frameworks

of �- and �-peptide tubular nanosystems will be ef-

fectively applied in the design of novel functional-

ized nanotubes.

METHODS
Applied Nomenclature. For all systems the prefix “p” stands for

parallel and “ap” stands for for antiparallel arrangement. For
cyclo-peptide systems a simplified nomenclature is applied,
based on the number of cyclo-peptides, “rings”, appearing in
the model (e.g., ap-ring3 stands for a cyclo-peptide system com-
posed of three cyclo-peptides in antiparallel orientation). In gen-
eral, for linear systems extended (E) sheet-like structures and tu-
bular (T) structures are distinguished. Superscripts count the
number of peptide strands within the model. In the parenthesis
“�” labels natural- or �-peptides, and “�” stands for �-peptides,
e.g. p-�T3 is a parallel tubular structure, composed of three tetra-
�-peptides. The twisted tubes are simply differentiated from
the untwisted shapes by labeling the closing set of H-bonds or
the “H-bond zippers”, which interconnect the first and the last
strand in the tube (Figure 1). An i ¡ (i � 2) zipper reflects that
the hydrogen bonds are operative between the ith H-bond do-
nor or acceptor of the first and the (i � 2)th acceptor or donor of
the last strand, e.g., ap-�Ti�2

6 . Note that natural �-barrel pro-
teins usually have multiples of such shifted zippers, which here
are simply referred to as “multiple zippers”. For clarity, the more
precise but complex shear numbers,43 which are generally used
to characterize the twist of �-barrels, are not used in this study.

Computational Details. Precision and Accuracy: Comparative Calculations To
Validate the Optimal Level of Theory Applied. Earlier studies show that RHF/
3-21G geometry optimizations supported by higher level single
point calculations provide rather good energy for �-peptide
systems,22,24 e.g., for small �-peptide models R2 �0.99 between
B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p)//RHF/3-21G and B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p)
energies.22 Similar conclusions on the good performance of RHF/
3-21G geometries were drawn for models composed of �-amino
acids.44–46 While structure and conformational changes of large
systems are in general investigated by molecular dynamics simu-

lations, semiempirical methods can also be effectively used to
obtain the geometry of large systems and submit it to single
point energy calculations.40 As a result of the recent computa-
tional development, in this study the investigated models are
treated at the quantum mechanic level, using both ab initio and
density functional theory calculations on large models com-
posed of up to 320 atoms. Note that for such a large structure
(i.e., 1 bxw), even at the RHF/3-21G level of theory, 1800� basis
functions are required, which increases to 4700� when larger
basis sets are used (i.e., at the B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p) level). Nev-
ertheless, to validate RHF/3-21G geometries and to estimate
the effect of basis set and electron correlation on the energetic
and structural properties of the systems investigated, four pairs
of peptide models, p-[CH3CO-(�-Ala)4-NHCH3]l (2 � l � 4) (i.e.,
p-�E2, p-�Ti�2

2 ;p-�E3, p-�Ti�2
3 ;p-�E4, p-�Ti�2

4 ),25 as well as p- and
ap-[HCO-(Gly)4-NH2]4 (i.e., p-�T4, ap-�T4) composed of 104�208
atoms, were submitted to both RHF/3-21G and B3LYP/6-31G(d)
level of theory calculations. Based on these eight structures, the
average difference between a total of 280 torsional angles ob-
tained at these two levels of theory is 8.3° (Tables S4�S6 in Sup-
porting Information). Furthermore, when comparing param-
eters of 101 hydrogen bonds obtained at the two different levels
of theory, the average difference between O · · · H and O · · · N dis-
tances and �O�H�N angles is 0.04 Å, 0.07 Å, and 4.28°, respec-
tively (Tables S2, S3, S7, and S8 in Supporting Information), and
thus it is concluded that differences between RHF/3-21G and
B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries are not significant. Finally, relative
energy differences for the eight pairs of tubular structures are
less than 0.8 kcal · mol�1 between B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p)//RHF/
3-21G and B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) levels of
theory, which is more than a magnitude smaller than the stabili-
zation energies discussed in this study. Additionally, optimiza-
tion of the p-�Ti�4

5 structure of the pentatpeptide p-[CH3CO-(�-
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Ala)4-NHCH3]5 was carried out at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of
theory, using both “normal” and “loose” optimization conver-
gence criteria,47 which resulted in a negligible 0.002 kcal · mol�1

difference. Accordingly, the application of loose convergence cri-
teria for the investigated 5-stranded �-peptide systems is much
more cost-efficient. Finally, the magnitude of the basis set super-
position error (BSSE) was previously investigated both for �-
and �-peptides and was found to be as small as 0.5 kcal · mol�1

at the B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p) level of theory.25,33 On the basis of
the above considerations, the B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p)//RHF/3-
21G level of theory was chosen to describe properties of
�-peptide systems and B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d)
level of theory calculations are presented for �-peptide systems
throughout this study.

Model Selection and Computational Details. All computations were car-
ried out in the gas phase, using the Gaussian 03 Software pack-
age.47 PyMOL was used for all structure figures (www.pymol.org).
To validate the results obtained on peptide nanotube systems,
calculations were performed on cyclo-peptide nanotubes for
both parallel and antiparallel systems. Two sets of models were
built up from 1 to 4 cyclo-octapeptide rings, composed of achiral
glycines (cyclo(G)8) and chiral L- and D-alanines (cyclo(Aa)4), re-
spectively (Figure S1 and Table S1). These structures were fully
optimized at the RHF/3-21G level of theory, followed by single
point calculations at the B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p)//RHF/3-21G
level of theory. For the systematic investigation of the linear pep-
tide assemblies, every model was built from tetrapeptides con-
taining only achiral amino acids (e.g., glycine for �- and �-alanine
for �-peptides). Investigated structures of linear �-peptide sys-
tems, composed of 4 – 8 parallel or antiparallel peptide strands
(p- or ap-[HCO-(Gly)4-NH2]l (4 � l � 8)) were optimized at the
RHF/3-21G level of theory, followed by single point calculations
at the B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p)//RHF/3-21G level of theory. Addi-
tionally, two fragments composed of 8 tetrapeptide strands in
antiparallel orientation were cut out from the X-ray structure of
the OmpA �-barrel protein,29,28 the side chains were removed,
and the obtained framework structures (composed of 32 glycine
residues) were submitted to full optimization at the RHF/3-21G
level of theory, followed by B3LYP/6-311��G(d,p)//RHF/3-21G
single point energy calculations. Both structures had multiple
zippers. The first model, ap-�Trnd

8 , was cut out with as many hy-
drogen bonds between the consecutive peptide strands as pos-
sible (at least three) and thus contained only i ¡ (i � 1) and i ¡

(i � 2) zippers, but the overall H-bond pattern was random (Fig-
ure 2F). The second one, ap-�Tsyst

8, was cut out using a system-
atic hydrogen bond pattern, with alternating i ¡ (i) and i ¡ (i �
2) zippers, except between the first and eighth peptide strands,
which had an i ¡ (i � 4) zipper (Figures 1C left and 2E). To pre-
vent the formation of “cis hydrogen bonds” due to the C-terminal
amino protecting group (-NH2), for the latter structure the N-
and C-terminals were protected by acetyl (CH3CO-) and N-methyl
amino (-NH-CH3) groups, respectively. Linear �-peptide tubes
with chiral residues, p-[HCO-(L-Ala-D-Ala)2-NH2]4 and {p-[HCO-(L-
Ala-L-Ala-Gly-Gly)2-NH2]3 p-[HCO-(Gly-Gly-L-Ala-L-Ala)2-NH2]3}
were submitted to full geometry optimization at the RHF/3-21G
level of theory. The investigated tubular structures of simple
�-peptide systems, ap-[CH3CO-(�-Ala)4-NHCH3]l (2 � l � 4) as
well as p-[CH3CO-(�-Ala)4-NHCH3]5 were fully optimized at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. In the case of the 5-stranded (l � 5) paral-
lel �-peptide structures, optimizations were performed with
“loose” convergence criteria.47 The obtained structures were
submitted to single point calculations at the B3LYP/6-
311��G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. In the case of
5-stranded extended sheet structure, p-�E5 torsional angle con-
straints were applied to keep the extended nature of the model.
Models incorporating H2O, CH3CN, C20H42, or K� inside the tubes
were fully optimized at the RHF/3-21G level of theory. Cartesian
coordinates of the models investigated are available on request;
please contact the corresponding author.
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